AGAS - Whitening Method of Action for Clinic
At the starting of the AGAS treatment first ask the patient to wash the treatment area
with ample water
Step
No

Product Used

Description
This is the first step of Whitening process, the small amount of Cleanser
(1 ml) is taken and it is massaged over the treatment area of the patient

1

AGAS - AHA Cleanser

until it get absorbed into the area over 2 minutes .
Treatment area is cleaned with cold water using napkin. This is very
important to note that no water should be used anywhere after this step
of AGAS

2

3

AGAS Whitening
Activator
AGAS Whitening Gel
Exfoliator
AGAS Whitening

4

Boosting Mask (Face &
Eye)

5

AGAS Whitening
Nutrition cream

Take small amount of the activator (1 ml) and massage over the
treatment area over 2 minutes until it get absorbed , this step takes down
the pH of the skin to 2.8 and make it ready for further treatment
Take small amount of gel and massage it over the treatment area for 2
minutes, gel contains apricot kernel oil, lemon tree oil, duanilelia sea
weed extract.
Apply the thin layer of mask (face & eye) onto the patient & keep it for
20 minutes, only after then massage & absorb the face & eye mask into
the treatment area, extra amount can be wiped with tissue paper or
napkin
Apply small amount of nutrition cream onto treatment area (don’t
massage it yet) take 2 drops of activator & massage both nutrition cream
& activator onto the face until it get absorbed.

Don’t wash the face at least for 6 hrs after the AGAS treatment Step 2 & 3 can be combined together
Before applying mask one can use Geosmatics leave on peels (Ferulico & mandelico) to get added glow to
the AGAS treatment

